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The primary purpose of this document is to summarize significant findings and recommendations within
the planning process for the 29th Avenue North Subarea.
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Terrace Road. The study limits can be found on Exhibit A in the Appendix.
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of-Way has been secured for the alignment west of Indian Creek Road. However there is no Right-of-Way west of Winslow Road.
A major feature of to this corridor is a bridge over Indian Creek.

This detailed plan is being developed to provide
a clearer definition
the City’s overall
expectations for future development.  
29th Avenue
NorthofSubarea
Plan Report
Future projects should be generally consistent with the 29th Avenue North Subarea Plan recognizing minor modifications are Recent development along this corridor has allowed access to the road without appropriate spacing for a major arterial. This will
1 forward and technologies and the economy changes. Additionally detailed
anticipated as private development plans arePage
brought
create too many conflict points.  There are also concerns that this alignment and signalization at Iowa Highway 13 may require
engineering and environmental conditions may necessitate changes.
substantial costs due to the grade difference between the northbound and southbound lanes. The alignment of Tower Terrace Road
and its intersection with Iowa Highway 13 will be a significant factor in how this area is defined.
The City’s current Comprehensive Plan is being updated and is expected to be completed in 2009. The 29th Avenue North Subarea
Plan will ultimately compliment the Final Comprehensive Plan.  The structure of the new plan will be to define the community Tower Terrace Road is planned to intersect with future alignment of 35th Street, a proposed minor arterial. This alignment will
by districts or neighborhoods with each neighborhood guided by a more detailed Subarea Plan. These Subarea Plans will give extend north of 29th Avenue and connect to Lucore Road at its intersection with Indian Creek Road. This connection will create
uniqueness to the neighborhood.  In instances where conflict between the recommendations of this plan and previous plans occur, a much needed link between north and south Marion.   Currently, north/south traffic uses Iowa Highway 13 or Indian Creek Road.  
the recommendation of the 29th Avenue North Subarea Plan should take precedence.
Until 35th Street is paved a majority of north/south traffic will continue to use Indian Creek Road.  Significant traffic congestion at
Preparation of the 29th Avenue North Subarea Plan was guided by a Task Force. There were several scenarios’ drafted for review
by the Task Force with an overall recommendation being brought forward. The recommendations were presented to the public at
an open house on ___________ and feedback was requested.  Everyone directly impacted by the plan document were notified of
the meeting.
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the intersection of 29th Avenue and Indian Creek Road occurs daily. Indian Creek Elementary School located at this intersection
adds further congestion during the school year.

44th Street will be a parallel minor arterial to 35th Street and will be another north/south connection from Iowa Highway 100 to
Tower Terrace Road. While the 44th Street alignment and construction is important it is deemed less of a priority since the 35th
Street connection would trim nearly four minutes off the emergency response time for the existing Hunters Ridge Development.

Existing Land Use Patterns
Most of the 29th Avenue North Subarea is agricultural land. The current land use plan identifies a commercial node at the intersection
of 35th Street and Tower Terrace Road. There are no other non-residential land use designations in the entire subarea.
Development from the west and south into this Subarea has been residential. There has been a variety of housing types and densities,
including single family homes, duplex condominiums and an elderly housing facility with over 100 units. Even though much of
the housing blends together well and higher densities have developed near lower densities with little conflict, there has been a
failure to connect developments with different owners. The use of private streets eliminated sidewalks and pedestrian accessibility
to and from some areas. The lack of a plan or guiding vision has resulted in fragmented development where connections in some
cases are missing and in others are too close. There was a failure to provide access to 35th Street from the newer neighborhoods
to the west. Access was planned for new neighborhoods on the east side of 35th Street with Quail Trail Drive and it will continue
East to 44th Street. Additionally there were several connections to Tower Terrace Road (formerly 35th Avenue) where appropriate
spacing was not provided.
A single commercial node as identified in the current land use plan, in a Subarea of this size is probably not a sustainable plan.  If
the City of Marion is to grow as a place to “live, work and play” a Subarea of this size needs to have a more diverse land use with
planned infrastructure connections.

Plan Objective
The 29th Avenue North Subarea Plan is being created to provide City decision makers a methodology to achieve logical, sequential,
attractive and sustainable growth. This methodology will be expressed in the form of Plan Objectives. These objectives will
address growth, transportation, land use, community design, open space and institutional fabric.
In addition, specific transportation and land use details will be identified to guide development.   Transportation details will
include proposed alignments, typical cross-sections and recommended Right-of-Way widths, access guidelines, paving widths
and thicknesses, lane configurations, intersection spacing and design concepts.   Land Use classifications will be defined and
established. A Development Concept Plan will be established which is supported by the Plan Objectives.
The Plan Objectives are similar to those of the City Comprehensive Plan and provide a bases for the recommendations which
proceed. The Plan Objectives were also derived from taskforce discussion at the onset of creating the plan.

Plan Objective #1 — Growth Management
• Create a land use and infrastructure vision that provides a stable and sustainable tax base.
• Work cooperatively with Linn County and its residence in the area, in determining landuse decisions, annexation, roadway
improvements and maintenance, utility extensions and park and open space planning.
• Discourage premature rural development within the 29th Avenue North Subarea.
• Plan future growth where sanitary sewer and water can be logically and cost effectively extended without over burdening
the current system.
• Maintain an overall mix of land uses in developing areas that can sustain themselves without relying on excessive
amounts of travel.
• Identify critical and sensitive areas that will provide meaningful future green space.
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Plan Objective #2 — Land Use and Neighborhood Development
• Create neighborhoods through integrated adjacent land uses with the use of attractive landscaping; lighting and signage
control; and inter-connections for walking, biking and driving.
• Facilitate new growth that is in harmony with natural land forms and adjacent existing development.
• Recognize that the Tower Terrace Road and Highway 13 are gateways to the City of Marion and a higher level of design
should be incorporated into development of these corridors with emphasis at important intersections.
• Encourage commercial development that has a high level of design representative of the community’s desire and
architectural treatments and in scale with leadership in the area.
• Avoid typical “strip” commercial development and take appropriate leadership to preserve community image, control
signage, and manage access and traffic, in mixed use areas.

Plan Objective #3 — Community Sustainable Design
• Preserve natural drainage patterns.
• Minimize excavation and grading cuts and fills to the existing soils.
• Minimize the concentration of storm water runoff that requires extensive infrastructure cost.
• Support all scales of rainfall percolation and storage such as bioswales, rain gardens and ponds.
• Develop and maintain an “urban forest” to maintain air quality.

Plan Objective #4 — Transportation
• Provide safe, convenient transportation connections for all modes, vehicular and pedestrian, children and adults.
• Provide appropriate levels of access control for Tower Terrace Road and 35th Street to ensure the roadway moves traffic
safely and efficiently.
• Provide appropriate connectivity within developments avoiding gated neighborhoods and excessive cul-de-sacs.
• Plan access to arterial and collector streets such as 35th Street, Tower Terrace Road, 44th Street, Indian Creek Road and
Iowa Highway 13.
• Provide bike and pedestrian paths through greenbelts in accordance with the City’s Bike Trail Plan, and connect these
paths to safe routes on neighborhood streets.
• Use the most appropriate traffic control features to control speeds and increase pedestrian and bicyclist safety.
• Encourage innovated design and context sensitive solutions to accommodate traffic through the area.
• Accommodate the needs of both through traffic and traffic destined for the area.

Plan Objective #5 — Open Space and Recreation
• Develop a Greenbelt System of environmentally sensitive areas, wetlands, and potential stormwater management areas.
• Use the Greenbelt System to define the edges of land use classifications; serve as natural stormwater management and
recreational functions; connect neighborhoods, parks and schools, and enhance the value of nearby property.
• Provide adequate park space within planned neighborhoods, following principles of both providing active park space
within ½ mile of all residences and avoiding the creation of too many small parks on otherwise unusable land.
• Work with the school district to provide joint recreational facilities at school sites.
• Reserve low-lying areas for stormwater management, encouraging regional stormwater basins wherever possible.
• Provide corridors to link neighborhood trails to the regional/county trail system.  

Plan Objective #6 — Schools and Institutional Uses
• Ensure schools are located in residential areas and appropriate pedestrian and vehicle access is provided.
• Work with Linn Mar School District to provide joint recreation facilities with school sites.
• Locate schools along collector streets or at intersections that accommodate the traffic generated by the type of school
being planned.
• Incorporate quick response fire and police protection as the Subarea develops.

due to the existing street access locations to Tower Terrace Road. This realignment of Tower Terrace will allow major arterial
access management requirements to be applied as development continues. Though it does not follow existing ridge lines of the
natural topography, the centerline profile follows the existing roadway, as shown in the plan and profile on Exhibit K.                           

Subarea Planning strategy and process
Taskforce Meeting Participation
The City created a Task Force of key stakeholders in the area including representatives of property owners, economic development,
schools and others. The full list of members can be found in Figure 1 of the Appendix. A total of three meetings were held to obtain
information, present and review alternatives, and to review the draft report. The following are some topics and general issues that
the task force wanted addressed with this study:
• Collaboration with city, land owners, developers, residents, business owners
• Creating true neighborhoods with a mix of uses
• Amenities including green space, natural areas, recreational, sidewalks, trails, “walkability”
• Regional storm water management
• Cost and economic impacts
• Efficient and effective traffic flow – all users

Advantages for Alt. B-1
• Staging of major segments is straight-forward.
• Majority of the alignment is defined on existing roadways.
• Complements existing development plans west of 35t St.
Disadvantages for Alt. B-1
• Intersection with IA 13 – major arterial spacing; location requires significant  IA 13 reconstruction.
• Access management requirements involve realignment of existing roadway.
• Straight alignment may promote increased speeds.
• Modern development practices desire a more interesting curvilinear street  alignment.
• Disrupts and impedes development plans south of existing TTR, east of 35th St.

Alternative D-1
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•
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•
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the specific land use categories for Alternatives B-1 and D-1 are shown below.
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In addition, seven more specific land use categories were defined: Single Family Residential, Multi-family Residential, Office
Park, Retail, Commercial, Park, and School. These land use categories are shown on the selected alternatives.
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The land use alternatives for Roadway Alternatives B-1 and D-1 are shown in Exhibit I. A breakdown of
the specific land use categories for Alternatives B-1 and D-1 are shown below.
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The land use alternatives for Roadway Alternatives B-1 and D-1 are shown in Exhibit I.  A breakdown of the specific land use
categories are shown for Alternatives B-1 (above) and D-1 (below).

Land Use Comparison
Alts. B-1 and D-1

e North Subarea Plan Report

Single Family
Multi-Family

56%

Single Family

At the conclusion of Task Force Meeting #2, a preference survey was distributed to each task force and
staff member. The survey requested ranking for both alternatives overall, and by development
characteristic, i.e. economic development potential, community vision, traffic operation and flow,
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Detailed Development Concept Plan Recommendations
The 29th Avenue North Subarea Plan includes a realigned Tower Terrace Road Corridor in addition to further refining additional
transportation corridors not defined in the adopted Comprehensive Plan.  The plan recommendation identifies more specific land
uses and strives to provide a clear plan to guide future development in the area.

Land Use Comparison
Recommended Alt. D-2.1

% of Total Area

70%

66%

The planned roadway network is being designed to provide more convenient and direct north south access from the Hunters Ridge
Area by connecting 35th Street to Lucore Road. In addition east/west access is being addressed by realigning Tower Terrace Road
between Indian Creek Road and Iowa Highway 13. Recent subdivision plats along the existing Tower Terrace Road were designed
and approved with limited regard for what, in fact, Tower Terrace Road was to be. The new alignment of Tower Terrace Road will
re-establish its location while avoiding platted access points between Indian Creek Road and 35th Street. The new alignment is
supported with detailed information including access control and establishes cross-sections with required ROW width.

60%
50%
40%

25%

30%
20%

From a Land Use perspective the Development Concept provides pockets of neighborhood Commercial at appropriate locations to
serve local residents, in addition there are regional commercial nodes identified for larger commercial development opportunities.  
While there are no planned opportunities for industrial development, office and mixed use areas are identified within the area.  

9%

10%
0%
Residential

Non-residential

Public

The Subarea is located in Linn Mar Community School District, the fastest growing district in the state.  Based on the enrollment
projections and the growth the area is experiencing there are school sites being proposed.  The site identified is based on review by
the school and the city and represent the most logical and cost effective locations for school in the area.

Land Use Type

Land Use Recommendations
The Development Concept Plan divides planned land use into classifications, arranged to achieve a logical and complimentary
pattern with the road network. The following is a description of the planned land use classifications, including recommended
design standards in each category and appropriate future City zoning.

Recommended Alternative D-2.1

th
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1. Low Density Family Residential
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Multi-Family

30%
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Retail
Commercial
Office Park
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Areas with this classification are recommended for either single family detached houses or duplexes. The City may consider
limited areas for duplex development by conditional use permit. The R-2 Medium Density, Single-Family Residential District is
the most appropriate City zoning district to map over these areas before development occurs.

7%
3%

0%
Land Use Category

School
Park

2. Medium Density Residential
Areas mapped within this category are recommended for either duplexes, three-plexes, or four-plexes. At the City’s discretion,
larger areas mapped in this category may also be appropriate for owner- occupied condominium development in buildings up to
four units each. Regardless of housing type, densities should not exceed eight housing units per acre. The R-4 Moderate Density,
Multi-Family Residential District is the most appropriate zoning district for these areas, PUD zoning should be considered for
unique projects.

3. High Density Residential
Areas mapped within this category are appropriate for multiple family residences, including townhouses, garden apartments, and
condominium-style projects. Densities should not exceed 13 housing units per acre and building size should not exceed eight units
each. The R-6 High-Density Multi-Family Residence District is the most appropriate zoning district for these areas, PUD zoning
should be considered for unique projects and will be required for developments larger than 4 acres.
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Housing in mapped Medium and High Density Residential areas should be creatively integrated into the neighborhood. The design
of site and buildings should be complimentary and aesthetically pleasing. The following design guidelines should be applied within
the planned Medium and High Density Residential areas:
• Encourage layouts where multi-family buildings express the individuality of the units rather than on large box
subdivided.
• Utilize architectural design to create neighborhood character.
• Promote use of brick and other natural materials.
• Avoid monotonous facades and box-like buildings. Incorporate balconies, porches, garden walls, varied building and
facade setbacks, varied roof designs, and bay windows.
• Orient buildings to the street with modest front yard setbacks, bringing street oriented entries close to the street and
including private walkway connections.
• Locate dumpsters and other unattractive uses behind buildings and/or screen them.
• For parking lots and garages, (a) locate garage doors and parking lots so they are not the dominant visual element; (b)
screen parking areas from public view; (c) break up large parking lots with landscaped islands and similar features; (d)
provide direct links to building entrances by pedestrian walkways separated from vehicular movement areas; (e) large
parking garages are undesirable, but where necessary, break up facades with foundation landscaping, varied facade
setbacks, and recessed garage doors.
• Provide generous landscaping of sufficient size at time of planting. Emphasize landscaping (a) along all public and
private street frontages; (b) along the perimeter of all paved areas and in islands in larger parking lots; (c) along all
building foundations; (d) along yards separating land uses which differ in intensity, density or character; (e) around all
outdoor storage areas such as trash receptacles and recycling bins, where screening walls should also be provided; (f)
around all utility structures or mechanical structures visible from public streets or less intensive land uses.
• Provide private on-site recreational and open space areas to serve the needs of residents.

4. Neighborhood Commercial
Areas with this classification are recommended for neighborhood-scale business, office, and personal service uses primarily
designed to serve surrounding neighborhoods. Appropriate future uses may include restaurants, offices, clinics, retail shops,
convenience stores, and small grocery stores. The City’s C-1 Neighborhood Convenience District is the most appropriate zoning
district for these areas.
Future uses in these areas should be compatible with the existing or planned residential character of surrounding areas in terms of
scale, site layout, building design, landscaping, and signage. The following design guidelines should be applied in the development
of planned Neighborhood Commercial areas:
• Signage that is high quality, not excessive in height or total square footage, and includes  materials matching the building.
Monument signs are the preferred type of ground signs.
• High quality landscaping treatment of bufferyards, street frontages, paved areas and foundations.
• Intensive activity areas such as building entrances, service and loading areas, parking lots, and trash receptacle storage
areas oriented away from less intensive land uses.
• Parking lots heavily landscaped with perimeter landscaping and/or landscaped islands, along with screening to block
views from streets and residential uses.
• Parking to the sides and rear of buildings, rather than having all parking in the front.
• Location of loading docks, dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and outdoor storage areas behind buildings and away from
less intensive land uses.
• Complete screening of loading docks, dumpsters, and mechanical equipment. Outdoor storage areas should not be
allowed.
• Limited number of access drives along arterial and collector streets.
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• Safe, convenient, and separated pedestrian and bicycle access to the site from the parking areas to the buildings, to
adjacent commercial developments, and to nearby residential neighborhoods.
• Illumination from lighting kept on site through use of cut-off fixtures.
• High quality building materials, such as brick, wood, stone, and split-faced block.
• Low reflectance, solid earth tone, and neutral building colors.
• Canopies, awnings, trellises, bays, windows and other architectural details to add visual interest to facades.
• Variations in building height and roof line, including parapets, multi-planed, and pitched roofs and staggered building
facades (variations in wall depth and/or direction).
• Materials on all building façades of similar quality as the front building façade.

5. Communtiy Commercial
The Community Commercial classification is designed to accommodate moderately sized department and grocery stores and smaller
retail, service, office and restaurant businesses.  Areas of planned Community Commercial development are focused along Tower
Terrace Road at the intersection with 35th Street and Iowa Highway 13. The Community Commercial designation encourages
shopping of the entire community, with convenient access for nearby neighborhoods. Planned Community Commercial areas are
located along tower Terrace Road and serve as a gateway into the community.  The overall design and site layout should reflect this
high profile and serve to represent a high standard of development.  The following guidelines should be applied in the development
of these areas:
• Signage that is high quality, not excessive in height or total square footage, and includes materials matching the building.
Monument signs are the preferred type of ground signs.
• High quality landscaping treatment of bufferyards, street frontages, paved areas and foundations.
• Intensive activity areas such as building entrances, service and loading areas, parking lots, and trash receptacle storage
areas oriented away from less intensive land uses.
• Parking lots heavily landscaped with perimeter landscaping and/or landscaped islands, along with screening to block
views from streets and residential uses.
• Parking to the sides and rear of buildings, rather than having all parking in the front.
• Location of loading docks, dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and outdoor storage areas behind buildings and away from
less intensive land uses.
• Complete screening of loading docks, dumpsters, and mechanical equipment. Outdoor storage areas should not be
allowed.
• Limited number of access drives along arterial and collector streets.
• Safe, convenient, and separated pedestrian and bicycle access to the site from the parking areas to the buildings, to
adjacent commercial developments, and to nearby residential neighborhoods.
• Illumination from lighting kept on site through use of cut-off fixtures.
• High quality building materials, such as brick, wood, stone, and split-faced block.
• Low reflectance, solid earth tone, and neutral building colors.
• Canopies, awnings, trellises, bays, windows and other architectural details to add visual interest to facades.
• Variations in building height and roof line, including parapets, multi-planed, and pitched roofs and staggered building
facades (variations in wall depth and/or direction).
• Materials on all building façades of similar quality as the front building façade.

6. Regional Commercial Uses
The Highway Commercial land use classification is design for retail and commercial service uses serving both community residents
and highway travelers. Most of these uses will be auto-oriented, such as gas stations, convenience stores, and fast food restaurants.
The noise and traffic impacts of such businesses suggest that they be located away from less intensive uses, such as single-family
neighborhoods.

The Concept Development Plan identified planned Highway Commercial sites along the west side of Iowa Highway 13.  Development
along Iowa Highway 13 should be served by internal private drives (frontage or backage road systems) from Tower Terrace Road
and 35th Avenue.  Traffic impact studies should be completed with development. The Tower Terrace Road and Iowa Highway 13
intersection is planned as a future controlled intersection and should be constructed when appropriate warrants are met.

Institutions such as schools should be located such that access is available form more than one direction. They should be located a
the intersections of collectors and/or minor arterials. A traffic impact study should accompany a design site plan approval process
to identify bus circulation and access; drop off and pickup access; and pedestrian access and safety.

Since this will become an entry point to the City of Marion, development should be of high quality.  Signs should not be allowed
to clutter the landscape and should aesthetically pleasing. Perimeter landscaping should be used to integrate the development and
soften the exteriors of the buildings. The City’s C-3, General Commercial District is appropriate for this area.

Areas in this classification  are appropriate for high-quality professional office and office-support uses with generous landscaping
and limited signage.  The City’s O-3 Neighborhood Office District is the most appropriate zoning district for these areas.

10. Office

11. Greenbelt:
Areas classified as Greenbelt should be preserved in open space or public recreational uses.  They were mapped to include the
The Planned Mixed Use designation is designed to facilitate a controlled mix of business, office, residential and/or institutional uses.   following natural features:
As its name implies, this designation is intended to allow a wider variety of land use types and relationships than might otherwise
• FEMA mapped floodplains.
occur under a single land use classification.  However, given this flexibility, development approvals with these areas should only
• Iowa DNR mapped wetlands.
be granted after submittal and public review of unified, high quality, detailed development plans.  If developed incrementally, the
• Streams and drainage channels with a minimum 75-foot wide buffer on either side of the channel.
individual pieces should be in accordance with a well-conceived and approved plan for the entire area. These areas should not be
• Steep slopes, generally greater than 20%.
“Pre-zoned” without specific development proposal simultaneously submitted.
• Existing and recommended locations for regional stormwater management basins.
The intersection of Tower Terrace Road and 35th Street is designated as a Planned Mix Use development, with commercial uses
• Existing and recommended locations for parks.
near the intersection. The intersecting streets converge as a roundabout. All Planned Mixed Use areas development projects should
• Recommended landscape bufferyards, such as along Iowa Highway 13.
avoid unattractive views for future developments behind them or along adjacent street corridors.
• Certain soils with severe or very severe limitations for development, per the Linn County extension office. In general,
these are areas with hydric soils.
Site layouts, developments scale and building groupings should be designed to promote the property relationships between different
land uses. Properly conceived, a Planned Mix Use area may resemble a small village, where residents of the development can Greenbelts are appropriate locations for parks, bike and pedestrian trails, underground utility lines, stormwater management facilities,
comfortably walk to work or shopping. Residential development densities in the Planned Mixed Use area should not exceed eight continued farming, and wildlife habitat. New homes and other buildings should be discouraged in these areas. Development types
units per acres and adequate recreational space should be built into residential components of these projects.  Development should on adjacent lands should be limited to those which will not impair the resource, and should ideally be set back from the edges.
meet the design guidelines applicable in medium and high density and Commercial Land Use Designations. The City should Conservancy zoning is appropriate for this category. Greenbelts have been indicated from generalized sources; actual conditions
emphasize the use of Planned Unit Development zoning for these areas and achieve desired designs.
may vary. Boundaries of Greenbelts should be refined as development projects are proposed, with refinements based on actual site
conditions. Lands shown in Greenbelts may be considered for more intensive uses if:

7. Planned Mixed Use

8. Office Park

Areas with this classification are intended as a comprehensively planned and developed business park setting, predominantly
office, research, and some associated light manufacturing uses.  It is not intended to accommodate heavier industrial, warehouse,
and distribution uses or uses requiring a large volume of truck traffic.
This area, located west of Iowa Highway 13 and north of Tower Terrace Road, should be developed as a unified business park
campus.  The campus should be generously landscaped and present an attractive face on road frontages. Building heights and
massing should be controlled. Parking areas should be well landscaped. Campus, driveway, and building entrances should be
inviting and well marked.
The City’s current I-1 and I-2 Industrial Districts result in too many intensive industrial uses to satisfy the recommendations of the
Office Park category.  The City should, consider creating a new Business Park zoning district.

9. Institutional
Areas in this classification are appropriate for continued or future use as schools, municipal facilities, and utilities. Small institutional
uses, such as churches, may also be appropriate in areas mapped under other land use categories. Several City zoning districts are
appropriate for these areas.
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• Detailed studies—such as a floodplain analysis, drainage system analysis, detailed site survey, and/or soil testing—reveal
that the characteristic(s) which resulted in their designation as a Greenbelt is not actually present,
• Approvals from appropriate agencies are granted to alter a property so that the characteristic which resulted in its
designation will no longer exist, or
• A mapping error has been identified.
A detailed Development Concept Plan is illustrated on Exhibit N of the Appendix.

Transportation recommendations:
Roadway Design Guideline

New Transportation Concepts
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and influencing pedestrian travel. Pedestrians using roundabouts are able to cross a much smaller
roadway, vehicles traveling at lower speeds and cross only one direction of traffic at a time.
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Diagram Courtesy of Alaska Roundabouts
Conflict Points; conventional intersection (left) v. modern roundabout (right)

Diagram Courtesy of Alaska Roundabouts
New subdivisions near Indian Creek Road have multiple direct accesses on the south side of Tower Terrace Road. This situation
Conflict Points; conventional intersection (left) v. modern roundabout (right)
violates the principles
of major Locations
arterial access
In order to maintain the integrity of the proposed major arterial
Major Arterial
andmanagement.
Characteristics
system, direct access connections should be limited to a minimum of 1000 ft. with an objective of ¼ mile or 1320 feet. All existing Capacity
One primary objective of the subarea plan is to provide one north-south major arterial and another eastCapacity
typically carry about 30% more vehicles than similarly sized signalized intersections during peak flow conditions.
or platted access connections will be evaluated and the proposed alignment of Tower Terrace Road will be relocated to achieve this Roundabouts
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Increased capacity at roundabouts is due to the yield condition vs. stop controlled intersections.
later in this report, should be addressed in all areas of the study process. Roundabouts, collector tees and Pedestrian
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other means to addressing these issues are discussed in more detail noting the benefits to solving these
yield
condition
vs.
stop
controlled
intersections.
One primary objective of the subarea plan is to provide one north-south major arterial and another east-west major arterial with
issues along with visual examples of each solution.
Pedestrian travel distances will increase by about 20% at a roundabout over a traffic signal however the
continuity to the major transportation network. Issues related to achieving the recommended access management, alignment,
delays can be less.
typical sections and location characteristics, as defined later in this report, should be addressed in all areas of the study process.
Roundabouts, collector tees and other means to addressing these issues are discussed in more detail noting the benefits to solving
Economy
these issues along with visual examples of each solution.
Roundabouts save money. The City saves because operations and maintenance expense of roundabouts is
less than that of traffic signals. Signal maintenance and electricity. The driver saves time through reduced
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delay and lower fuel consumption. The community at large saves because collisions are less frequent and
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is most often determined by the intersections. Signals often require additional lanes to accommodate one turning movement.
which would allow for other city improvements to be constructed.
Construction of a roundabout can be completed in and in operation in three weeks which would allow for other city improvements
Environment
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conserve since
land since
road
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overall.
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the land
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need forare
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Environment
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land
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and air
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significantly
due to lower
travel delay,
especially
Roundabouts
land
since
road
systems
are
narrower
overall.
At
the
intersection
the
roundabout
intersection
is
larger,
is peak
less. travel
Fuel consumption
and air pollution are reduced significantly due to lower travel delay, especially
insince
the off
however
there
lesspeak
needperiods.
for long
turn lanes actual disturbed/ developed land is less. Fuel consumption and air pollution are
in theis off
travel
periods.
reduced significantly due to lower travel delay, especially in the off peak travel periods.

Traffic Calming
Traffichave
Calming
physical barriers and naturally discourage drivers from approaching an intersection at
Traffic Roundabouts
CalmingRoundabouts
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from approaching
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higherhave
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causephysical
more
severe
accidents.
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a roundabout
allow
the
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to whichat
Roundabouts
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and
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an
intersection
at
higher
speeds
higher
speeds speed
which travel
causethrough
more severe
accidents. with
The less
geometrics
a roundabout
allow
the driver to
approach
ataccidents.
a reduced
the intersection
conflictsofat
and
start accelerate
through
cause more
severe
The
geometrics
oftravel
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allow
the driver
towith
approach
a reduced
speed
travel
through
the
approach
at
a
reduced
speed
through
the
intersection
less
conflicts
and
start
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through
the
exit
of
the
intersection.
intersection withthe
less
conflicts
start accelerate through the exit of the intersection.
exit
of the and
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Appearance
Appearance
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or other
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splitter
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or
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also
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boxes,
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and
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clutter of trafficfeatures.
signal controller
boxes,
poles,
signal
They also
avoid
theand
clutter
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traffic signal controller boxes, poles, and signal heads.
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of roundabouts
along
Tower– terrace
Road
– one
at 35th Street
and All
The potential exists
for
development
of
roundabouts
along
Tower
terrace Road
one
at 35th
Street
and another
at 35th
44th Street.
The
potential
exists
for
development
of
roundabouts
along
Tower
terrace
Road
–
one
at
Street and
another at 44th Street. All of these advantages can be seen in roundabout photos in the Appendix. They
of these advantages
can
be
seen
in
roundabout
photos
in
the
Appendix.
They
are
located
around
the
U.S.
and
illustrate
the
locations
another
at 44th
Street.
of these
can can
be seen
in roundabout
in the styles.
Appendix.
They
are located
around
the U.S.
andAll
illustrate
theadvantages
locations they
be added
as well asphotos
the different
they can be added
well asaround
the different
styles.
areaslocated
the U.S.
and illustrate the locations they can be added as well as the different styles.

Rural, divided highway high-speed, multi-lane roundabout on US 18 in Wisconsin.
Rural,
divided
highway
high-speed,multi-lane
multi-lane roundabout
roundabout on
Wisconsin.
Rural,
divided
highway
high-speed,
onUS
US1818inin
Wisconsin.

Collector Tee
Collector Tee
twoand
collector
streets
intersect.  
This is a solution
thatis
emphasizes
pedestrian,
bicycle andpedestrian,
traffic safety where
This
a solution
that emphasizes
bicycle
traffic
safety
whereTraffic
two calming
collectormeasures
streets
such as raised medians,
and colored
crosswalks
the effectiveness
of this plan. Truck
turning movements
intersect.landscaping
Traffic calming
measures
suchadd
as to
raised
medians, landscaping
and colored
crosswalksare
addalso
to
accommodatedthe
without
resorting
to
excessively-widened
lanes
or
curb
radii.
effectiveness of this plan. Truck turning movements are also accommodated without resorting to

excessively-widened lanes or curb radii.
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Driveway Cul-de-sac
This is a solution to minimize the number of driveways onto a roadway. This would also allow for more
green space and increase safety. The amount of rear-end crashes would be reduced and on street parking
would increase and vehicles would be removed from travel way conflicts.

The existing sanitary sewer will be extended along Indian Creek Road and along the gently sloping
plan as traffic increases with development.
topography of the study area. This should create new utility extensions that serve the undeveloped area
by gravity flow without significantly deep cuts. The existing water tower at TTR and 35th Street will
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEgy
Driveway Cul-de-sac
Implementation:
provide ample capacity and flow for the anticipated developments.
Driveway Cul-de-sac
The major arterial segments most conducive to short-term development include the Tower Terrace Road
This
thenumber
numberofofdriveways
driveways
onto
a roadway.
would
also allow
forgreen
morespace and increase Implementation
Thisisisa asolution
solutionto
to minimize
minimize the
onto
a roadway.
ThisThis
would
also allow
for more
Strategy
segment from
the proposed north/south 35th Street/Lucore Road connector to IA 13; and the 35th
STORM
WATER
MANAgEMENT
PLAN
green
space
and
increase
safety.
The
amount
of
rear-end
crashes
would
be
reduced
and
on
street
parking
safety. The amount of rear-end crashes would be reduced and on street parking would increase and vehicles would be removed The major
arterial segments
most
conducivefrom
to short-term
development
include
the Tower
RoadCreek
segmentRoad.
from theThe
proposed
Street/Lucore
Road
connector
just south
of Tower
Terrace
RoadTerrace
to Indian
th
would
vehicles
would
removed of
from
way conflicts.
The
location
and be
proximity
thetravel
proposed
park land related very well to potential storm water north/south
from increase
travel wayand
conflicts.
35th Street/Lucore
Road connector
to of
IA 35
13; and
the 35th Street/Lucore
Road
of Tower
segment
of Tower Terrace
Road west
Street/Lucore
Road should
be connector
deferred from
until just
the south
location
management areas for detention. These areas are located in existing natural features that are conducive Terrace and
Roadcharacteristics
to Indian Creek of
Road.
The segment
Tower
Terraceof
Road
of 35th
Road
should be
deferred until
Tower
Terrace of
Road
outside
thiswest
study
are Street/Lucore
defined. This
westerly
segment
IA 13 – Looking North at Existing TTR
to multi-use areas and will provide opportunities for attractive and effective regional storm water the location
and through
characteristics
of Tower School
Terrace Road
outside
of this
studyCreek
are defined.  This
westerly
extends
extends
the Linn-Mar
campus,
crosses
Indian
and connects
to thesegment
alignment
beingthrough
facilities. Refer to Exhibits M and N for more information. These areas are shown as parkland and
as the the Linn-Mar
School
campus,
crosses
planned
under
another
study.Indian Creek and connects to the alignment being planned under another study.
Advantages
for
Alt.
B-1
areas begin to develop these areas should be evaluated for regional detention.
•
Staging of major segments is straight-forward.
•
Majority of the alignment is defined on existing roadways.
PEDESTRIAN TRAIL PLAN
•
Complements existing development plans west of 35t St.
A proposed bikeway network addresses the issues of neighborhood connectivity and accessibility. Park
areas and different land uses incorporated into the plan. A concept plan can be found on Exhibit Disadvantages
P.
for Alt. B-1
•
Intersection with IA 13 – major arterial spacing; location requires significant IA 13 reconstruction.
•
Access management requirements involve realignment of existing roadway.
•
alignment may promote increased speeds.
The development of this area will have many land uses and a variety of roadway classifications. Straight
To
create standards in this area is imperative prior to additional development. Below is a summary •of design
Modern development practices desire a more interesting curvilinear street alignment.
Additional
and
aerialsofoftransportation
transportation
solutions
can
be found
in
the Appendix
thatbecould
bepart
used
Additionalphotos
photos
and
aerials
solutions
can
be
found
in
the
Appendix
that
could
used
as
of
the
29th
Avenue
standards
for
this
area.
•
Disrupts and impedes development plans south of existing TTR, east of 35th St.
as part of the 29th Avenue Subarea Plan.

DEvELOPMENT STANDARDS & gUIDELINES

North Subarea Plan.

Tower Terrace Road -- Initial Roadway Typical Section
Tower Terrace Road -- Initial Roadway Typical Section

SUBAREA DESIgN gUIDELINES: (SUDAS)

Pedestrian Trails

Roadway
Roadway
Elements Elements
• 2-Lane
Hybrid Urban/Rural
Section
10-ft granular
• 2-Lane
Divided,Divided,
Hybrid Urban/Rural
Section with 10-ft
granularwith
shoulders
• 12•ft. Travel
withLanes
Left-Turn
Lanes
at Intersections
12 ft.Lanes
Travel
with
Left-Turn
Lanes at Intersections
Minor
Major
Collector
Roadway
Design Element
Infrastructure
Recommendations:
•
Raised
Landscaped
Median
(Full
Ultimate
Section
Width) Section Width)
Arterial
Arterial
• Raised Landscaped Median (Full Ultimate
• Street Trees and Plantings on Both Sides of Roadway
Right-of-Way Width, ft.
80
100
120 - 140
• Street Trees and Plantings on Both Sides of Roadway
Utility Extensions
• 10 ft. Pedestrian/ Bike Trail on South Side of Roadway.
Lane
Configuration
2U;
3U
3U;
4D
4D;
5U
• 10orft.Textured
Pedestrian/
Bike Trail on South Side of Roadway.
The large majority of this study area is undeveloped, which creates some flexibility in future planning of the utility extensions.  
• Colored
Crosswalks
Current plans for serving
this areaSpacing,
have been ft.
developed
will be extended
Access
(min.) for both sewer and water.
100 The existing
300sanitary sewer
600-1000
• Colored or Textured Crosswalks
along Indian Creek RoadIntersection
and along the gently
sloping
topography
of
the
study
area.
This
should
create
new
utility
extensions
that
Spacing, ft. (min.)
300
600
1200
serve the undeveloped area by gravity flow without significantly deep cuts.  The existing water tower at TTR and 35th Street will
Paving
Widths,
ft.
31; 43
43; 58
58; 65
provide ample capacity and
flow for
the anticipated
developments.

bikeway
network
addresses
the issues
of neighborhood connectivity and accessibility. Park areas and different land
29Athproposed
Avenue
North
Subarea
Plan
Report
uses incorporated into the plan. A concept plan can be found on Exhibit P.Roadway Classification
Page
4

Design Speed, mph

40

40

shoulders

45

Stormwater Management Plan

D – Divided roadway w/raised median
U – Undivided roadway
The location and proximity of the proposed park land related very well to potential storm water management areas for detention.
These areas are located in existing natural features that are conducive to multi-use areas and will provide opportunities for attractive
and effective regional storm water facilities. Refer to Exhibits M and N for more information. These areas are shown as parkland
and as the areas begin to develop these areas should be evaluated for regional detention.

Tower Terrace
Road
----Ultimate
Roadway
Typical
Tower Terrace
Road
Ultimate Roadway
Typical
Section Section
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Roadway Elements
• 4-Lane Divided,
Urban Section
Roadway
Elements
• 12•ft. Travel
Lanes
with Left-Turn
at Intersections
4-Lane Divided,
UrbanLanes
Section
• Raised Landscaped Median
• 12 ft. Travel Lanes with Left-Turn Lanes at Intersections
• Street Trees and Plantings on both sides of Street
Raised Landscaped
Median
• 10•ft. Pedestrian/
Bike Trail on Both
Sides of Roadway.
• Colored
or Textured
• Street
TreesCrosswalks
and Plantings on both sides of Street

• 10 ft. Pedestrian/ Bike Trail on Both Sides of Roadway.
• Colored or Textured Crosswalks
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SUMMARy AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Conclusions
RESOURCE GROUPS
Thisand
study
creates a blueprint for a long-range, community-oriented development plan.
This study
creates
a
blueprint
for
a
long-range,
community-oriented
development
plan.
The iterative process used in this study to identify the various options and alternatives, along with the
Task Force
The iterative
process used
in this
study
identify
various options
and alternatives,
along
the stakeholders
stakeholders
input,
helped
totocreate
thethe
“best-case”
scenario.
This process
waswith
successful
becauseinput,
of thehelped
Nick Abouassaly
to createmany
the “best-case”
scenario.
This
process
was
successful
because
of
the
many
inputs
and
ideas
presented.
Though
this
study
inputs and ideas presented. Though this study identified Alternative D-2.1 as the preferred
Craig Adamson		
identifiedalternative
Alternativefor
D-2.1
as theuse
preferred
alternative
for thenot
land
anddetails
roadway
network,
not all of the
the land
and roadway
network,
alluse
of the
have
been accounted
fordetails
withinhave
the been
Frank Bellon
accounted
for
within
the
study
area.
In
the
graph
below,
the
land
use
relationships
are
shown
for
the
recommended
alternative
and
study area. In the graph below, the land use relationships are shown for the recommended alternative and
Bill Bogert
can be evaluated
by area and
in location
Exhibit NininExhibit
the Appendix.
can be evaluated
bylocation
area and
N in the Appendix.
The recommended
plan suggested
in this studyinpresents
the presents
“initial findings”
related
to the consideration
the development of
The recommended
plan suggested
this study
the “initial
findings”
related to theofconsideration
the studyofarea
in
NE
Marion.  Further
refinement
of
the
recommended
plan
will
involve
additional
planning
and
the development of the study area in NE Marion. Further refinement of the recommendeddesign
plan effort.
will The
Nationalinvolve
Environmental
Policy
Act (NEPA)
extensive
environmental,
social and public
involvement
activities
as a part of
additional
planning
and requires
design effort.
The
National Environmental
Policy
Act (NEPA)
requires
the evaluation
and selection
of alternatives
roadways on new
alignment
federal-aid
routes constructed
with federal
extensive
environmental,
socialfor
andproposed
public involvement
activities
as aon
part
of the evaluation
and selection
funding.of alternatives for proposed roadways on new alignment on federal-aid routes constructed with federal

funding.
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Hydric Soils
United States Department of Agriculture - Soil
Conservation Service

